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I recently asked the same question of Arnold Schwarzenegger and got a very interesting answer, so I
am back to do Brad Pitt.  This will be very short, since I have already hit Pitt several times in previous
papers.  But I discovered something very interesting today.  Due to that previous research, I had
suggested Brad's DOB was moved back several years, to facilitate his early entry into Hollywood.  He
is currently said to have been born in 1963, but according to my research he was actually born around
1968.  Why would they do that?  Because he looked too young for the parts he was wanting to play, so
they simply added five years or so to his age.  That made it somewhat easier for him to play opposite
30-year-old actresses when he was in his early 20s.  Possibly it fooled directors or casting agents, and
then fooled those in the audience if they searched on him.  I came to that conclusion after watching The
Favor, if you will remember, where he was appearing with Harley Jane Kozak and Elizabeth
McGovern.   So I researched his early career before Thelma and Louise, finding it had been faked.
They manufactured several credits for him, but he wasn't in those films.  In that paper, it was just a
suggestion, and I proposed that may be one reason he doesn't look 59 now: he isn't.  But I didn't pursue
it beyond that, because I don't really care one way or the other.  

Of course the thing for me to have done a year ago, if I really gave a damn, was look him up at Intelius
and Instantcheckmate, to see how old the big computers thinks he is.  To this day, they often still have
unscrubbed dirt.  So while I was already in looking up other stuff, I hit on some people related to Pitt
and decided to type in his name.  Here is what I got at Instantcheckmate:
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That's already weird in the first spot, since that is obviously him, but why don't they know he is
William Bradley Pitt?   Most of the other results are definitely him as well.  The second result is him.
The fourth result is him due to the location Shawnee, where he was born.  The fifth result must be him
because we get hits on all three locations.  Which leaves us with that very interesting third result, with
relatives scrubbed (red flag) and two locations matches.  Not only is he seven years younger, we get a
middle name of Vseslavovich.  Wow.  That reminds us of this picture we found in research on Stalin:

http://mileswmathis.com/stalin.pdf


Many readers pointed out that third guy is a dead ringer for Brad Pitt.  That is Pavel Postyshev.  Even
stranger, if we do a websearch on him, we find all of his other photos have been heavily pawed, to hide
the resemblance.  

Those have all been heavily repainted and stretched.  Why?

Even his Wikipedia photo has been repainted:



The head is pasted in the shirt, and the hair has been repainted.  Why?  Well, look at his mustache,
which they forgot to repaint.  It is blond.  Even the eyes and ears have been retouched.  

Which leads us to ask, who is Vseslavovich?  Is that a real name?  Yes, it is, and it points us back to the
early rulers of Kievan Rus.  

See Vseslav the Sorcerer, Grand Prince of Kiev in the year 1068.  His son Gleb Vseslavich became
ruler of Minsk and Prince of Polotsk (Lithuania).  If you are thinking these guys are basically Vikings,
you are right.  This family ruled that area for another two hundred years, before joining the Gediminid
family we have seen before.  Do you remember who they were?  They later became the. . . Jagiellons.
As such, they ruled Poland, Hungary, and large parts of Germany. . . and still do.   In fact, they now
rule England as well, since King Charles is in part a Jagiellon.   

Pavel Postyshev's genealogy is hidden, but since he was in Stalin's inner circle, we can be sure he came
from old Phoenician families, and I would guess he is from this line.  You may be interested to know
Postyshev was judged guilty of genocide by a court in Kiev in 2010.  A little late, since he has been



dead since 1939.

For this reason I would say it is possible the computer is giving up some hidden information on Brad
Pitt there.  It would be like admitting Natalie Wood was really a Romanov.  

But we still have that age to look at.  What does Intelius have to say about it?  

Even better than Instantcheckmate, since we are told in the first spot, best result, that Pitt is currently
52, matching the age of Brad Vseslavovich Pitt.  That result includes not only his LA addresses, but
Shawnee, OK, his birthplace.  Houston, I think we have confirmation.  I also notice we have Egg
Harbor there in the second result, the same result where we find Jennifer Aniston.  So that must be him,
too, though I think the age is fudged.  Why is Egg Harbor important?  Because it would link him to
Sherlane Pitt in the sixth result at Instantcheckmate, making all six results him. 

Also notice that the first result at Intelius contains the location of Chicago, which also came up in the
listing for Brad Vseslavovich Pitt.  Just another confirming bit.  

Egg Harbor appears on Brad's list because his dad now lives there.  Of course Egg Harbor is also
interesting for another reason.  It reminds us of The Great Gatsby, doesn't it, since Fitzgerald borrowed
the name for his fictional setting on Long Island. 



A search on “Brad Pitt Kiev” finds more confirmation, since FamousKin.com admits he is descended
directly from Saint Olga of Kiev, Queen of Kievan Rus even further back in the same lines.  

This proves the name Vseslavovich is not an accident, coincidence, or a different Brad Pitt.  It indicates
this line is still important to the family, since they are still using the old names.  

So what does it all mean?  Have I changed my mind that Brad comes from the Prime Ministers of
England?  No, I have shown you the evidence there, and this does nothing to trouble that.  What this
means in that in other lines, Brad comes from Russian princes, not English Prime Ministers.   Probably
on his mother's side.  And it probably means he has four or more names, as these noble lines always do.
William Bradley Vseslavovich Romanov(?) Pitt.  Who knows?  It does begin to explain some things,
doesn't it?   For one thing, it explains why Pitt got involved in Ukraine War propaganda in his lawsuit
from 2022, accusing Yuri Shefler of Stoli Vodka of damaging his brand.  Pitt co-owns a large winery in
California with Shefler, and Pitt is claiming Shelfler's ties to Russia are damaging his sales.  No, really.

It also explains the weird story from 2014 where famous Ukrainian journalist Vitaly Sediuk allegedly
punched Pitt in the face at the premier of Malificent.  For assaulting a celebrity, Sediuk was given
probation and 20 days of community service.  So it sounds like a set-up.  Despite that, Sediuk
continued to assault celebrities over the next five years, often attacking their groins, with almost no
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efforts by police or the courts to stop it.  So the probation apparently didn't mean anything.  Probation
stands in for jail time only in the case you don't re-offend.  But just four months later he attacked Kim
Kardashian.  The only way I can explain this is that Sediuk is some kind of hidden royalty, one who is
borderline insane, so no one can really touch him.  He is the crazy uncle of these people, so they have
to put up with it.  They try to pass it off as a prank—on the level of Sacha Baron Cohen—but assault of
this kind is not legally considered a prank.  For multiple attacks over many years, you would expect
him to pay big fines and spend some serious time in prison.  Either that or be detained in a mental
institution, before he seriously injures someone.  They are also hiding him by continually changing his
name.  At first he was Sedluk, then Sedyuk, and now Sediuk.   

It also explains the more recent story of Pitt and Jolie together again to visit orphans in Ukraine.  A
search on that finds that Pitt and Jolie have been visiting and “praying for” Ukraine since 2014.  Why?
Now you know.  

    

    

  


